The equilibration excitation energy between the partners in a inelastic collision (DIC) appears occur on a very short time scale. This fast equilibrium seems to be required by the experimental observation that the mean number of evaporated particles from coincident reaction products is indicative of a litting of the total dissipated energy in proportion to the fragment masses, e sma es energy osses 1.e., e s or es co 1 s1on t1mes .
Thus the thermali ion time mu be shorter than the shorte interaction times so that the fragments attain thermal equilibrium while (e.g., ref. 11) or treated
In this report we evaluate the magnitude of statistical fluctuations in the energy partition in DIC and explore two avenues through which the calculated fluctuations can manife themselves, neutron energy spectra and evaporated neutron number. We nd that these two observ~ ables are complementary in that statistical fluctuations have a large effect on the neutron energy spectra when the mass asymmetry is large but have a relatively small effect for equal fragments. Fluctuations also intoduce a covariance in the number of evaporated nucleons which is most prominent for equal fragments.
The atistical weight of a division of the total excitation energy, E, between two fragments in statistical equilibrium is proportional to the product of their level densities:
When the fragments are in eqilibrium then:
The terms on the right hand si of . 2 are the recipricals of the fragment's temperatures and their equality immediately requires the excitation energy to divide in proportion to the mass ratio:
We can estimate of width of the excitation energy distribution by noting that the distribution in (1) is sharply peaked. The expansion of the logarithm about the maximum up to order gives a Gaussian:
where Cvl and Cv 2 are the heat capacities of the two fragments {for a Fermi gas Cv = 2aT at a temperature T). On substitution we obtain for the width:
where a 1 and a 2 are the level density parameters of the frag~
ments. A comparison of the Gaussian approximation with an analytical calculation from eq. 1 is shown for a symmetric mass split in fig. 1 .
The Gaussian is a good approximation near the peak but is too wide in the tails of the distribution.
A direct way in which any fluctuations in the excitation energy of DIC fragments can be observed is in the energy ectra of evaporated nucleons. For simplicity we will consider only neutron evaporation.
The neutron energy spectrum can be written as:
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